Abstract: We investigate light massive string states that appear at brane intersections. They replicate the massless spectrum in a richer fashion and may be parametrically lighter than standard Regge excitations. We identify the first few physical states and determine their BRST invariant vertex operators. In the supersymmetric case we reconstruct the super-multiplet structure. We then compute some simple interactions, such as the decay rate of a massive scalar or vector into two massless fermions. Finally we suggest an alternative interpretation of the 750 GeV diphoton excess at LHC in terms of a light massive string state, a replica of the Standard Model Higgs.
Introduction
Starting from the pioneering works on the systematics of open string theories [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , that led to the first chiral model in D = 4 [11] , intersecting D-brane models [12, 13] proved to be a promising class of models that allow to embed the Standard Model or extensions thereof in String Theory 1 . One of the most exciting properties of this class of models is that they allow for a very low string scale, even of order of a few TeV's [19] [20] [21] , leading to interesting signatures detectable at particle colliders such as the LHC or in cosmological observations such as Planck. Particular attention has been devoted to anomalous Z physics (see, e.g. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] ), Kaluza Klein states (see, e.g. [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] ), or purely stringy signatures (see, e.g. [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] ) 2 . A series of papers [46, [48] [49] [50] focused on tree-level string scattering amplitudes containing massless bosons and fermions that can be identified with the SM fields. Amplitudes containing at most two chiral fermions were shown to exhibit a universal behavior independently of the specifics of the compactification. The poles of these scattering amplitudes correspond to the exchange of Regge excitations of the SM gauge bosons, whose mass scales like the string mass. Due to the universal behavior of these amplitudes, which in turn gives them a predictive power, LHC is able to constrain the string scale to be above 4.5 TeV [59] [60] [61] . In this paper, our attention goes towards a different direction. At the intersection of two D-brane stacks there exists a whole tower of stringy excitations with the same quantum numbers [62] [63] [64] [65] . The lowest state can be massless (for a specific value of the intersecting angles) and the rest are massive with masses proportional to the angle of the intersection in which they live (see fig. 1 ). Therefore if we call ψ,ψ,ψ etc the states living at the intersection, we have where θ denotes the intersection angle between these two D-brane stacks. For small intersection angle those light stringy states can be significantly lighter than the first Regge excitations of the gauge bosons and are expected to be observed prior to the latter. In figure 2 we depict a D-brane SM realization 3 . While the SM gauge bosons live on the world volume of the D-brane stacks the SM fermions are localized at the intersections of different D-brane stacks. At each intersection there exist a tower of massive stringy excitations that can be significantly lighter than the string scale for some regions in the parameter space. • First of all, for standard Regge resonances the mass square grows linearly with the level and is the same for each ground-state. However, in this D-brane setup one has for each massless fermion a separate tower of stringy excitations with a different mass spacing. That gives a larger variety for the masses of the excited SM fields.
U(1)
• Second main difference is that Kaluza-Klein scenarios forbid decays which violate momentum conservation in the compact dimension. These decays, even though with a small rate (depending on several moduli), are allowed in intersecting D-brane setups giving a lot of space for interesting phenomenology.
Aim of the present investigation is to carefully analyse the spectrum of lowest lying massive states in the case of supersymmetric intersections and provide the vertex operators for the first few excitations. We will also discuss some simple interactions and offer an alternative interpretation of the putative LHC signal at 750 GeV as a light massive open string state living at a D-brane intersection, a replica of the SM Higgs. In future works we are planning to use the toolkit developed here in order to study the peculiar phenomenology of these states and give further support to our present preliminary comments on the diphoton excess.
The paper is organized as follows. After setting up the stage in Section 2, we compute the character-valued partition function in Section 3 and identify the physical states together with their helicity. Then, in Section 4, we determine the relevant vertex operators and impose the conditions for BRST invariance and in Section 5 we reconstruct the super-multiplet structure. Finally, in Section 6 we compute some simple interactions, such as the decay rate of a massive scalar or vector into two massless fermions, and in Section 7 we present our conclusions and outlook, including comments on our alternative interpretation of the 750 GeV diphoton excess at LHC in terms of a massive but light Higgs replica, that couples to two photons thanks to massive string exchange. Several appendices contain useful formulae for the twistfields, their OPE's and state-operator correspondence.
Setup
For definiteness, our computations will be carried out for Type IIA string theory with intersecting D6-branes and Ω6-planes, whose world-volume spans the four noncompact directions and a 3-cycle in some internal (Calabi-Yau) space. However, our analysis can be easily converted to Type IIB framework by T-duality. In order to ensure calculability we assume that the stacks of D6-branes supporting the Standard Model intersect with each other in a region of the internal space that looks like a factorizable torus
4 . In terms of three complex coordinates, with I = 1, 2, 3, we have
In this framework, we consider two stacks of D6-branes which intersect at angles θ I = πa I in the three tori, and without loss of generality we assume that Supersymmetry follows if we also impose
In order to identify not only the massless states but also the lowest lying massive states living at the intersection between two stacks of intersecting branes, we will study the 1-loop partition function of strings being stretched between the two branes.
Character valued partition function
The 1-loop partition function of open strings living at the intersection of two stacks of branes is encoded in the vacuum amplitude on the annulus with one boundary mapped onto one stack of N branes and the other onto another stack of M branes. All the states transform according to the bi-fundamental representation (N, M) of the gauge group U (N )×U (M ). For simplicity we will not consider here un-oriented strings that can appear in (anti)symmetric representations of unitary as well as orthogonal or symplectic groups. These would require the inclusion of Ω-planes and as a result of the corresponding Möbius-strip amplitudes. In order to keep track of the helicity of each state, we consider the character-valued one-loop partition function or helicity super-trace, that reads
where q = exp 2πiτ , z = exp 2πiv, h denotes the helicity and |I| is the degeneracy of the ground-state, i. e. number of intersections or of Landau levels (in the T-dual case of magnetised branes). We also set u I = a I τ where τ = iT /2 for the annulus 5 . The multiplicity N M is understood. The GSO projection is implemented by the sum over the spin structures with c massless fermion always present in the ground-state. The odd spin structure simply contributes
Additional bosonic and fermionic zero-modes may appear depending on the values of the "angles" θ I = πa I . After using Riemann identity, the contribution of the even spin structures becomes
Assuming 1 a I ≥ 0 as well as the "triangular inequality" I a I ≥ 2a K , using Riemann identity for Jacobi ϑ functions, provided in appendix A, and neglecting all oscillators with ν = n, n + I I a I with n ≥ 1, we get only states with spin s ≤ 1
a 1 +a 2 +a 3 2
Notice that the above formula is valid for any a I > 0.
For definiteness, we henceforth enforce the supersymmetric condition 6 a 1 +a 2 −a 3 = 0. Using the expansion of the geometric series 1/(1 − q a I ) = 1 + q a I + q 2a I + q 3a I + . . . for small angles a I 1 and assuming a 3 = a 1 + a 2 > a 2 ≥ a 1 , the total partition function becomes
6 Any combination a 1 ± a 2 ± a 3 = 0 would preserve some supersymmetry.
Therefore, the states living at the intersection of the two branes are organized in multiplets with different masses:
• Massless sector (from q 0 )
produces a massless (anti-)chiral multiplet.
• Massive states with α m 2 = ka 1,2 (from q ka 1,2 with k = 1, 2, . . .)
form massive chiral multiplets (one chiral and one anti-chiral, as we will see).
• Massive states with α m
form a massive chiral and a massive vector multiplet. The same applies to states with α m 2 = a 1 + ka 2 = a 3 + (k−1)a 2 .
form three massive chiral and two massive vector multiplets.
The precise identification of the lowest lying physical states allows us to determine their vertex operators: a task we will accomplish in the next section.
States and vertex operators
Let us write down the vertex operators (VO's) for the massless and lowest-lying massive states with α m 2 = a I with I = 1, 2, 3, starting from the massless ones.
Gauge sector
Recall that the Left-Handed (LH) and Right-Handed (RH) gaugino vertex operators in the canonical −1/2 super-ghost picture read
where S α and Cα denote SO(1, 3) spin fields of opposite chirality. They transform in the adjoint representation NN+MM of the gauge group and determine the unbroken SUSY charges
that should act "locally" on all physical vertex operators (only integer powers in the OPE). As a result the three 'internal' U (1) R-charges r I are quantised. For instance I r I = −1/2 for massless LH matter fermions in the canonical super ghost picture, as we will see momentarily. For later use, let us recall the form of the SUSY charges in the +1/2 super-ghost picture
Massless sector
For a choice of GSO and sign of I, the massless chiral multiplets, living at the |I| intersections and transforming in the (N, M) representation, consist in one scalar and a LH fermion each, whose internal states read
where
(z)|0 N S and vertex operators (VO's henceforth)
The GSO projection determines the chirality of the four-dimensional spinor in terms of the U (1) world-sheet charge of the respective vertex operator. The latter is given by 3 I=1 r I , where the r I are the coefficients of ϕ I , that bosonize the internal worldsheet fermions, i. e. ψ I = exp(iϕ I ), ψ * I = exp(−iϕ I ). If the sum adds up to −1/2 (mod 2) the spinor is chiral (LH), while if the sum is +1/2 (mod 2) the spinor is anti-chiral (RH). Similarly complex bosons in chiral multiplets, pairing with LH 7 Our notation here differs from the one in [62] since |a 1 , a 2 , a 3 here N S ↔ |a 1 , a 2 , −a 3 there N S . One also has σ † a = σ 1−a . 8 For a detailed discussion on vertex operators of massless states for arbitrary intersection angles, see [95, 96] , for a generalization to massive states, see [62] , and for a discussion on instantonic states at the intersection of D-instanton and D-brane at arbitrary angles, see [97] .
fermions, carry 3 I=1 r I = +1, while those in anti-chiral multiplets, pairing with RH fermions, carry 3 I=1 r I = −1. In a not-so-lose sense this charge can be identified with the R-charge of the N = 1 SUSY algebra in that -in the canonical super-ghost picture -the super-charges and the gaugini carry R-charges ±3/2. Changing picture vertex operators and super-charges have no definite R-charge, which is not an exact continuous symmetry in fact.
The BRST charge is (focusing on the matter part)
and the physical state condition is
and using the OPE's we get a simple and a double pole.
• The simple pole identically vanishes for the scalar. For the fermions, the vanishing of the simple pole requires the Dirac equation of motion. In this massless case it is just
• Vanishing of the double pole always yields the standard mass-shell condition
for any massless bosonic or fermionic VO. For massive ones one gets
Henceforth we will use k to denote light-like momenta and p to denote time-like ones. Dependence on the momenta of the 'polarisations' or 'wave-functions' of the vertex operators will be explicitly shown as (k) or H(p) for convenience.
Massive multiplets
Here we study separately the α m 2 = a 1,2 and the α m 2 = a 3 cases. LH fermions in chiral multiplets in the (N,M) representation will be denoted by χ 
Massive multiplets with
Two massive scalar multiplets (2 scalars and one Dirac fermion) each with masses α m 2 = a 1,2
• Scalars with mass α m 2 = a 1 .
We have two state with this mass:
The appearance of a normalisation factor
in front of τ a 1 here and henceforth is to simplify OPE formulae. Checking with BRST charge we get zero simple pole and the double pole gives
Therefore, these two states can be combined to give one massive complex scalar. They are both complex since they belong to the representation (N,M) of the Chan-Paton group. The first oneφ 1 † 1 has R-charge −1 (to be precise [0 − 10]. Here and henceforth we expose the three R-charges as [2r 1 , 2r 2 , 2r 3 ] := [a 1 + r 1 , a 2 + r 2 , −a 3 + r 3 ] so that R = r 1 + r 2 + r 3 since a 1 + a 2 − a 3 = 0.) so it is better thought of as the complex conjugate of the scalarφ • Fermions with mass α m 2 = a 1 .
We have again two states with this mass:
The bosonφ 1 † 1 has R-charge R = −1 = a 1 + a 2 − 1 − a 3 and it may be thought of as obtained by acting with ψ * 2 on e i[a1ϕ1+a2ϕ2−a3ϕ3] . Similarly the RH fermion (see below) has R-charge R = +1/2 = (a 1 − 1/2) + (a 2 + 1/2) + (1/2 − a 3 ) and it may be thought as obtained by acting with ψ * 2
Theχ 1 1 and the string with opposite orientation ψ
The χ 1 2 and the string with opposite orientation α
The BRST condition (4.9) apart from the usual double pole which vanishes for a p 2 = a 1 gives also a simple pole which vanishes if we combine the two VO's like
which is the Dirac equation for a fermion
Scalars and fermions with mass α m 2 = a 2 can be obtained from the above by the exchange 1 ↔ 2.
We also have several states with mass α m 2 = a 3 .
• Scalars with mass α m 2 = a 3 .
We find four scalars with this mass
10 Notice that the normalization of the combined VO comes to cancel the coefficient in the OPE.
Commutation with the BRST charge produces single poles
as well as double poles that vanish for the usual α p 2 = a 3 mass-shell condition.
Therefore, the four complex scalars yield three BRST invariant combinations φ is not BRST invariant, and it mixes with the longitudinal component of the massive vector p·W as we will momentarily see.
• Fermions with mass α m 2 = a 3 .
We find six fermions
Commutation with the BRST charge produces single poles and double poles. Combining all VO's together, collecting coefficients of different terms and im-posing the physical state condition we get
from the simple poles and for the double pole the usual α p 2 = a 3 condition. Diagonalizing the system we find (4.52)
(4.53)
Therefore we have three Dirac fermions which are BRST invariant: which is what one was expecting. As in previous formulae we have exposed the three R-charges as [2r 1 , 2r 2 , 2r 3 ] := [a 1 + r 1 , a 2 + r 2 , −a 3 + r 3 ] so that R = r 1 + r 2 + r 3 since a 1 + a 2 − a 3 = 0.
• Vector with mass α m 2 = a 3 .
Consider the state:
which satisfies GSO projection. That is a vector multiplet living at the intersection between the two branes. The VO of such state is
with mass α m 2 = a 3 .
Commuting with the BRST charge we get p·W = 0 from the simple pole. Actually, as mentioned above, one can relax this condition including a non BRST invariant scalar VO that provides the "longitudinal" mode of the massive vector.
SUSY transformations
On-shell SUSY transformations act as follows
For instance in D = 10 one has
Massless multiplets
Acting on massless chiral multiplets in D = 4 one has generically
where the superscripts denote R-charge and super-ghost charge ("picture"). This is what happens acting on the vertex operators
forming a massless chiral multiplet with k 2 = 0.
Massive multiplets
For massive multiplets the situation is more involved.
• Massive multiplet with α m 2 = a 1 = θ 1 /π (the same applies to the massive multiplet with α m 2 = a 2 ).
It consists in a chiral
and an anti-chiral multiplet
The SUSY transformations read
and
For the (on-shell) fields one has
Rescaling φ 1 and χ 1 by 1/ √ a 1 one gets a more symmetric form where the onshell F-terms are
• Massive multiplets with α m 2 = a 3 = θ 3 /π.
For the fermion vertex operators we find
For the boson vertex operators we find instead
From these we read the following SUSY transformations for the on-shell fields
Combining δχ 4 (p) and δχ 5 (p) one finds
that allow to disentangle a "half hyper-multiplet" (one chiral + one anti-chiral) consisting of {χ 6 , φ 2 } and {χ 4 +χ 5 , φ 3 + φ 4 } from a vector multiplet consisting of a vector boson W µ , two Left-Handed fermions (χ 2 and χ 3 ), two scalars (φ 1 and a 1 φ 3 − a 2 φ 4 , a combination thereof is eaten by the vector) and two RightHanded fermions (χ 1 and a 1χ4 − a 2χ5 ).
Interactions
In addition to the "standard" interactions (where stands for light or actually massless) one can consider H (H stands for "heavy" or massive), HH or HHH.
For simplicity let us focus on the decay process H → 1 2 with H a boson and 1,2 two massless fermions. If the fermions have the same chirality then H must be a longitudinal vector (h = 0 in the CM = rest frame) or a scalar. If the fermions have opposite chirality then H must be a transverse vector boson (h = ±1 in the CM = rest frame).
Let us first consider the case of a massive vector boson. The relevant decay amplitude is
and the Chan-Paton factor T CP is given by
The (un-excited) twist-field correlator yields
+a ca
where C W 00 (1, 2, 3) depends on the intersection angles and is given by [99, 101, 102 ]
The generic expression for the world-sheet instanton contribution for a single twotorus has been computed in [98] [99] [100] and takes the form
for fixed I = 1, 2, 3. For our specific setup one has to combine the contributions for three tori T a and b (see fig 4) . The z-dependent factors precisely cancel and the rest produces
In the spinor helicity basis [108] [109] [110] (see also [46, [48] [49] [50] ), setting p = q 1 + q 2 = w 1w1 +w 2w2 , the three independent massive transverse polarisations are W + = w 1w2 , W 0 = w 1w1 − w 2w2 = q 1 − q 2 and W − = w 2w1 . Up to C W 00 (1, 2, 3 ) the corresponding amplitudes are
The presence of a light "charged" vector boson may be problematic for proton decay or even worse since one expects the same representations of the (fermions of the) Standard Model to be replicated at α m 2 = a 1 , a 2 , a 3 = a 1 + a 2 , 2a 1 + a 2 = a 1 + a 3 , a 1 + 2a 2 = a 2 + a 3 , . . .. One way out -or at least a way to postpone the problem 11 -would be to have a 1 a 2 ≈ a 3 = a 2 + a 1 . In this case the only "light" excitations would be those with mass a 1 , 2a 1 , 3a 1 , . . . and these do not produce vector bosons but only scalars and fermions, as coded in the helicity super-trace computed earlier. Another possibility -as we will see later -is to choose specific values for the intersecting angles that eliminate (6.8).
In this section we will evaluate the Yukawa coupling between a massless and a massive scalar and two fermions.
The relevant disk amplitude for the massless scalar is giving 10) and for "large" radii, i.e. suppressing further world-sheet instantons, Y 000 (1, 2, 3) is given by [99, 101, 102] Y 000 (1, 2, 3) = (2π)
which is identical to C W 00 (1, 2, 3) with the substitution a
Notice also that the conditions (6.6) and (6.9) are different therefore we cannot have simultaneously present the Yukawas (6.10) and the phenomenologically dangerous couplings (6.8) 12 .
11 A careful analysis of proton decay or other processes with Baryon or Lepton number violation should be performed which is beyond the scope of the present investigation. For recent work on B and/or L violation in un-oriented D-brane settings, see for instance [103] [104] [105] [106] and references therein.
12 The condition to satisfy both (6.6) and (6.9) requires a bc 3 = 1 therefore branes c and b should be parallel in the 3rd torus, violating one of our initial assumptions (2.2).
Next, one can consider the phenomenologically viable case of the decay of a notso-heavy Higgs, that is a massive copy with α m 2H = a 1 1 of the Standard Model Higgs with α m 2 H ≈ 0, into two "massless" fermions. Later on we will comment on the decay of the replica Higgs into two photons. The relevant disk amplitude for the lowest massive scalar of mass α m 2 = a ca
where 2α
For non-vanishing amplitude one needs again (6.9) giving
The Y 100 (1, 2, 3) is the Yukawa coupling with one excited twist field in the "first" direction. For "large" radii, i.e. suppressing further world-sheet instantons, Y 100 (1, 2, 3) is given by [99, 101, 102 ] with v
/L c denoting the distance along brane c between the two nearest intersections f |v| 2 is reached at v = 1. Taking into account the mass m f the Standard Model fermions acquire after the Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism, the decay width of the "first" replica Higgs H 1 into a fermion pair reads
where N c (f ) = 3 for quarks and N c (f ) = and can decay into massless, massive and "mixed" pairs of fermions or vector bosons at tree level. While the decay channel of (replica) Higgses into a fermion pair is allowed at tree level, as the above computation on the disk shows, the decay channel into two photons seems forbidden. For instance for the Standard Model Higgs it requires a loop of massive particles (top quark t or W bosons). Yet in string theory the effective operator
or better (in supersymmetric cases ) 19) which are gauge invariant and vanish in the naive field theory limit α → 0, may be generated by tree-level exchange of massive open string states (Regge recurrences). Indeed, although the leading field-theory term cancels for any consistent choice of the hyper-charge embedding, sub-leading terms suppressed by α survive. Once the Higgs field gets a VEV, L ef f can trigger Higgs decays into two photons. This applies also to a light massive Higgs with mH ≈ 750 GeV and the same Chan-Paton charges as the "massless" one. The detailed computation of the decay rate into two photons is beyond the scope of the present investigation very much as the embedding of the Standard Model into a "locally" or even "globally" consistent compactifications with open and unoriented strings. For recent work on how to connect String Theory to Particle Physics and Cosmology see for instance [107] and references therein. The string picture advocated here for di-photon excess(es) is different from the ones suggested by [114] or [113] where the low massive string state is either a neutral closed string "modulus" (dilaton-like) appearing in the gauge-kinetic function of the photon or an exotic state.
Conclusions and outlook
We have further investigated light massive string states that appear at D-brane intersections [62] [63] [64] [65] . For small angles they can be parametrically lighter than standard Regge excitations. We have carefully computed the character-valued partition function (helicity super-trace) and identified the relevant physical states. We have then specialised to the case of supersymmetric intersections, determined the BRST invariant vertex operators and reconstructed the super-multiplet structure. Finally, we have computed the decay rate of a massive scalar or vector into two massless fermions, and suggested an alternative interpretation of the 750 GeV diphoton excess at LHC in terms of light string states. We have argued that an effective Higgs coupling to two photons could be generated by integrating out massive string states. Replicas of the (supersymmetric) Standard Model Higgses appear at brane intersections that can have similar couplings. We plan to further explore this possibility in the near future by computing various decay rates of light massive string states into massless particles both at tree level and one-loop [119] .
A. Theta functions and Riemann identity
In this section we present some formulas which are useful for our computations. Assuming 1 u I ≥ 0 as well as the "triangular inequality" I u I ≥ 2u K we have
as well as
The Riemann identity for the even spin structures reads a,even where , denote the action of ∂Z, ∂Z * on various twisted fields and can be easily extended to higher excited bosonic twist fields.
With these OPE's one can determine the conformal dimension of the respective twist fields. We summarize our results in table 1. The above OPE's suggest the (z − w 1 ) 1/2 (z − w 2 ) 1/2 (B.10) 13 For twist correlators involving higher excited bosonic twist fields, see [101, [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] .
The three-point bosonic twist field correlator is given by [99, 101, 
